While many animal species exhibit strong conspecific interactions, movement analyses of wildlife tracking datasets still largely focus on single individuals. Multi-individual wildlife tracking studies provide new opportunities to explore how individuals move relative to one another, but such datasets are frequently too sparse for the detailed, acceleration-based analytical methods typically employed in collective motion studies. Here, we address the methodological gap between wildlife tracking data and collective motion by developing a general method for quantifying movement correlation from sparsely sampled data. Unlike most existing techniques for studying the non-independence of individual movements with wildlife tracking data, our approach is derived from an analytically tractable stochastic model of correlated movement. Our approach partitions correlation into a deterministic tendency to move in the same direction termed 'drift correlation' and a stochastic component called 'diffusive correlation'. These components suggest the mechanisms that coordinate movements, with drift correlation indicating external influences, and diffusive correlation pointing to social interactions. We use two case studies to highlight the ability of our approach both to quantify correlated movements in tracking data and to suggest the mechanisms that generate the correlation. First, we use an abrupt change in movement correlation to pinpoint the onset of spring migration in barren-ground caribou. Second, we show how spatial proximity mediates intermittently correlated movements among khulans in the Gobi desert. We conclude by discussing the linkages of our approach to the theory of collective motion.
Introduction
Understanding the causes and consequences of animal movement remains one of ecology's greatest challenges [1] . Movement ecology has rapidly progressed in recent years, fuelled by advances in animal tracking technology coupled with increasingly sophisticated movement models [2, 3] . Many studies now track multiple animals simultaneously, and these datasets open new possibilities for going beyond traditional individual-level analyses to explore how animals move relative to one another. Identifying when, where and to what extent animals exhibit correlated movements is important because correlation affects the way individual movements scale up to population-level distribution patterns. Consequently, ecologists increasingly recognize the need to understand nonindependent movements among individuals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Despite this growing & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
awareness, general methods for rigorously quantifying movement correlation from wildlife tracking data are lacking.
Correlated movements among individuals may arise from diverse sources, but two broad classes of non-independence can be identified [4, 7, 13] . First, individuals may respond to the same external influences, such as an environmental gradient or current, or may share a navigation goal. Second, individuals can respond directly to each other's movements, and for social species, may directly coordinate their movements. Ecologically, both forms of non-independence are important because they both affect the way that animals use space. Additionally, both kinds of non-independence may act in concert, particularly for species that live in fission-fusion groups. For example, a shared navigation goal or gradient following behaviour at key times of the year (e.g. breeding season) might bring individuals who had been moving independently into close enough proximity to begin directly coordinating their movements. Teasing apart these different sources of correlation and identifying the conditions under which they occur can elucidate the factors governing movement decisions.
Quantifying correlated movements in wildlife tracking studies is conceptually related to studies of collective animal movement, which focus on the fine-scale mechanisms allowing individuals in flocks, schools or swarms to coordinate their movements [5, 7] . However, empirical collective movement studies typically rely on extremely high density datasets (e.g. multiple location fixes per second) usually obtained in controlled condition, short duration, replicated experiments (e.g. [5, 7] ). By contrast, technical constraints in tracking wildlife across long time frames and broad spatial scales frequently result in datasets that are coarse, include relatively few individuals, and are not replicated. Analytical methods designed for collective movement data are therefore often not applicable to wildlife tracking studies.
While more finely sampled wildlife tracking studies are beginning to appear in the literature (e.g. [14, 15] ), there are, and will remain, many multi-individual datasets that are too sparse for typical collective motion approaches. Even if tracking devices are capable of collecting very-high-frequency data, study goals may dictate a sparser collection strategy. For example, if the primary goal of a study is quantifying homerange areas, then a sparser, longer-term data collection schedule would be more appropriate than collecting a short burst of highfrequency data [16] . Methods that allow information on movement correlation to be extracted from such datasets can thus be viewed as complementary to those that work on datasets purpose-built for studying collective motion.
Metrics designed to estimate some aspect of nonindependence [6, 8, 10, 11] have been the main approaches to quantifying correlated movements in wildlife tracking studies, but none of these techniques are derived directly from a stochastic model of correlated movements. This disconnect between metrics and underlying movement models can make these approaches difficult to interpret. Recently, approaches derived from stochastic process models of non-independent movement have been developed [4, 9, 12, 13] . However, these methods are either limited to pairwise analyses [4, 13] , or are restricted to situations where all tracked individuals belong to a group with a well-defined centroid [9, 12] .
Here, we develop a general framework for quantifying movement correlation from multi-individual tracking data. Unlike most existing approaches, we derive our movement correlation indices (MCIs) directly from a stochastic process model of correlated movements among individuals. Specifically, we model movement as a family of Brownian motion processes, potentially with shared drift and correlated diffusion among individuals. We then derive closed-form, minimum-variance unbiased (MVU) estimators and associated confidence intervals for the parameters of this family of models. We also derive exact, small sample size-corrected Akaike information criterion (AIC C ) formulae for our models to facilitate model selection. We then develop a partitioning algorithm, similar in principle to behavioural change point analysis (BCPA) [17] , that facilitates quantification of non-stationarity in both the nature and degree of movement correlation among individuals over time. Finally, we provide an easy-touse R package, corrMove (see the electronic supplementary material), that implements these calculations and facilitates visualization of results.
Our MCIs decompose total correlation into a shared tendency to move in a particular direction, termed 'drift correlation', and a shared tendency to move in random directions, termed 'diffusive correlation'. By partitioning correlated movements into drift and diffusive components, our approach suggests where and when different classes of mechanisms may underpin observed non-independence. We study two empirical examples to illustrate the utility of our MCIs: barren-ground caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti) in Alaska and Canada initiating their spring migration, and khulans (Equus hemionus) in the Gobi desert coming together in a large herd after an unusually severe winter displaced them from their normal range. In both cases, our approach yields novel insights into correlated movement.
Methods (a) Movement modelling framework
We consider a family of movement models based on a continuous-time Brownian motion process that may contain correlated drift and/or correlated diffusion among N simultaneously tracked individuals that may or may not belong to the same species (e.g. [18] ). The Langevin equation for our multivariate Brownian process is given by
where r n (t) ¼ (x n (t), y n (t)) is the location vector of the nth of N total walkers, _ x ; dx=dt denotes differentiation with respect to time, n n is the drift vector and (t) is a white noise process. Solutions to this equation are straightforwardly given by integration to be
where Dr(t) denotes the joint step vector, w(t) is a Brownian process initially at the origin and Dt denotes the time step:
The locations r(t) constitute a Markov process, and the steps Dr(t) constitute an independent and identically distributed (IID) process with first (mean) and second (covariance) cumulants
where D is the diffusion matrix (see below), and for simplicity, we take the spatial correlations to be the same in all directions rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170007 with the 2 Â 2 identity matrix I 2 . The average amount of movement per individual (and second moment of the step process) is given by
The average amount of movement per individual, per unit time is then given by
ð2:6Þ
(b) Movement correlation indices
We now wish to address, on average, how much of the drift and diffusion is correlated. For the drift, we consider the average correlation in drift vectors
Similarly, for the diffusion we consider the average correlation
ð2:8Þ
In both cases, the correlations are zero if the movement is uncorrelated and equal to the total amount of movement if the movement is perfectly correlated. Finally, we construct our movement correlation indices (MCIs) accordingly as
Note that the MCIs are necessarily scale dependent, as the amount of movement attributable to diffusion scales linearly with time lag, while the amount of movement attributable to drift scales quadratically with time lag. This is a limitation of coarsely sampled data, and with finer data the instantaneous diffusion will scale quadratically with time lag, as in [19] [20] [21] .
The basic form of MCI we propose is only scale independent in the limit of Dt ! 0, with the interpretation of comparing infinitesimal displacements rather than gross displacements, and thus being more closely related to distance travelled and speed. To minimize scale dependence, we therefore base our MCIs on the smallest regular time interval Dt in the data where the Brownian motion model is still valid [22] .
(c) Specific movement models
The underlying Brownian motion with drift model is parameterized by the uniform drift vector, n ¼ fn x , n y g, the individual diffusion rate, s, and the cross-diffusion rate, r. Our MCIs then summarize diffusion by the average diagonal element (/ variance) s ; tr [D] /N and average off-diagonal element (/ covariance) r, while summarizing drift by the mean square velocity n 2 /N and average velocity correlation v. To model correlated random movement (diffusion), we consider the family of models given by the matrix
where the parameter r scales h dif . We also consider the special case of no correlated diffusion (r ¼ 0). To model correlated deterministic movement, we consider the model of uniform correlated drift n n ¼ n, where v ¼ n 2 scales h dft . We also consider the special case of no drift (n ¼ 0). This results in a family of four models: (1) uncorrelated drift and uncorrelated diffusion (UU), (2) correlated drift and uncorrelated diffusion (CU), (3) uncorrelated drift and correlated diffusion (UC) and (4) correlated drift and correlated diffusion (CC). Note that in these model labels, the symbols C and U refer to correlated and uncorrelated, respectively, while the first position of each label is for the drift, and the second position is for the diffusion.
For each model, we derive ideal minimum-variance unbiased (MVU) parameter estimators (electronic supplementary material, appendices S1 and S2), which are necessary because the standard maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for variance and covariance parameters in our models can be substantially biased for small numbers of individuals N and/or a small number of time steps S. Standard model selection via small sample size-corrected (Akaike information criterion (AIC C )) is based on the maximized likelihood function [23] . However, when MVU estimators differ from the standard MLEs, the MVUs do not maximize the likelihood function, and thus it is no longer valid to calculate AIC C values in the usual way. We therefore derive exact AIC C formulae based on our MVU estimators (electronic supplementary material, appendix S3). Finally, while our model parameter estimates are unbiased, the MCIs are nonlinear functions of these estimates and thus can be slightly biased. We therefore derive a first-order correction for our MCIs to remove most of this bias (electronic supplementary material, appendix S4). Additionally, we provide accurate 95% CIs on the MCI estimates to facilitate inference and comparison. All of our estimators can be expressed in closed form and can be efficiently calculated even for very large datasets without resorting to complicated numerical methods. Finally, all of our estimators are designed to handle missing data. Specifically, if any observation for a given timestamp is missing, all observations for that timestamp are treated as missing, and the estimators explicitly account for the time elapsed in between observations. Electronic supplementary material, appendix S5 collects the relevant equations for calculating our estimators and their confidence intervals, and the corrMove R package included in the supplementary material automates these calculations.
(d) Analyses and interpretation
When movement behaviour is stationary in the statistical sense, meaning that the among-individual correlation structure in the tracking data does not change in time, an MCI analysis can be performed on an entire dataset. When non-stationarity is of interest, for example when focal individuals only occasionally display correlated movements, then either a moving window analysis or a behavioural change point analysis (BCPA, sensu [17] ) may be appropriate. While a moving window analysis is straightforward to implement, it can produce erratic MCI estimates for windows that straddle different behaviours (results not shown). We therefore focus on a partitioning algorithm for our non-stationary analyses, which allows the MCIs to be calculated over more behaviourally homogeneous partitions of the data.
Our algorithm proceeds by testing each observed time in the data as a potential transition point, selecting the best models within each of the resulting partitions, and returning the AIC C values of each partition, which are then summed to obtain the AIC C of the entire dataset after partitioning. The partition point that results in the lowest combined AIC C is then accepted if (i) it is lower than the best AIC C of the data before new partition was introduced, and (ii) it does not result in any partitions that are smaller than the user-defined minimum partition length W (number of observations).
The algorithm repeats, introducing one new partition point in each step until either of the above conditions is violated. The minimum partition length, W, is the only tunable parameter in the algorithm and is necessary to combat the natural tendency of many unsupervised classification algorithms, including ours, to over-fit the data. We chose W ¼ 25 days in both our simulated rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170007
and empirical examples to strike a balance between retaining enough data within each partition to obtain reliable parameter estimates, and allowing the algorithm to reveal transitions in movement correlation in the data. In general, values of W that are not grossly different from the smallest true partition in the data will give reasonable results, while very small and very large W values will lead to over-and under-partitioning of the data, respectively.
A shared tendency to move in the same direction will manifest in h dft . This may occur when individuals follow the same environmental gradient or current (e.g. [24] ). This can be viewed as a passive or external form of movement correlation that does not require direct coordination of movement behaviour among individuals. In contrast, a tendency to turn in a correlated way will show up in h dif . This happens when the movement behaviour of one individual has a measurable effect on the movement behaviour of other individuals, as would be the case when individuals directly coordinate their movements. This type of movement coordination may be particularly apparent when multiple individuals simultaneously deviate in the same direction from following an environmental gradient [11] . The diffusive correlation index, h dif , can thus be interpreted as quantifying social coordination when individuals are in close enough proximity for interaction to be possible, either through direct pairwise interactions among individuals, or through interaction chains where each individual influences its neighbour(s). Our MCIs thus allow researchers to separate passive movement correlation (e.g. gradient following) from active coordination of movement behaviour, even in datasets where both forms of correlation occur simultaneously. The corrMove R package, which implements these methods, as well as an R script demonstrating its use, are provided in the electronic supplementary material.
(e) Simulation study
We conducted a simulation study to test the performance of our MCI estimators and partitioning algorithm. First, we examined the bias of the MCI estimators and the realized coverage of their confidence intervals, where bias is defined as the average difference between the true value of the index and its estimate under repeated sampling, and coverage is the proportion of confidence interval estimates that contained the true index value under repeated sampling. We defined a baseline set of parameters (n x ¼ n y ¼ 2, s ¼ 2, r ¼ 0.5), and then varied sample size via both number of individuals, N, and number of movement steps, S. For each combination of N and S, we also considered intact data, and data with 25% of the observations randomly deleted. We ran 10 000 simulations for each N Â S Â missingness combination.
We defined two parameter scenarios to test the partitioning algorithm, and within each we varied W across four values (15, 25, 35 and 45) , N across five values (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25) and the percentage of missing observations over two values (0% and 25%). Scenario 1 mixed the baseline parameters above with a null parameter set (n x ¼ n y ¼ 0, r ¼ 0) which resulted in different partitions in the data being defined by transitions among movement models. Specifically, our scenario 1 simulations consisted of a block of 50 steps from the UU model (n x ¼ n y ¼ 0, r ¼ 0), followed by 50 steps from the CC model (n x ¼ n y ¼ 2, r ¼ 0.5), 100 steps from the CU model (n x ¼ n y ¼ 2, r ¼ 0), 100 steps from the UU model and finally 50 steps from the UC model (n x ¼ n y ¼ 0, r ¼ 0.5). This set-up is shown in figure 1a . For scenario 2, we mixed the baseline set with a different non-null parameter set (n x ¼ 5, n y ¼ 21, s ¼ 4, r ¼ 0.25), which resulted in different partitions in the data being defined by transitions in parameter values, with the CC model underpinning all partitions. This arrangement is displayed in figure 1b . We conducted 500 replicate simulations for each scenario Â W Â N Â missingness combination and then tallied the proportion of simulations for which the simulated data were correctly partitioned. We considered a set of partitions to be correctly identified when both the total number of estimated partitions matched the true number of partitions, and each estimated partition point was within three observations of the corresponding true partition point.
(f ) Empirical examples
Caribou. The barren-ground caribou (R. tarandus granti) of the Porcupine herd range across the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska (USA) and the northern Yukon (Canada). These caribou are long-distance migrants; they use the northern coastal tundra plains as calving grounds and overwinter farther inland where mountainous alpine and taiga vegetation dominates [25, 26] . We used VHF relocation data on five animals spanning a time period from January to May 1988, with daily resolution. This time span encompasses both the wintering period and the spring migration. Objectively defining the start of a migration is an active area of research in movement ecology [27, 28] . We therefore focused on rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170007 searching for a pronounced transition in the degree of movement correlation between these two distinct behavioural periods as an indication of migration onset. To do this, we employed the partitioning algorithm with the a priori hypothesis that there would be a sudden increase in drift correlation at the onset of migration.
The caribou dataset had a substantial proportion of missing observations (16.6%), and thus would be difficult to analyse with methods that require perfectly regular data. The caribou data are provided in the electronic supplementary material. Khulan. Asiatic wild asses (E. hemionus), or khulans, live in fission-fusion groups in the Mongolian Gobi desert, and in the southwest Gobi, have non-exclusive home ranges of 4449-6835 km 2 , and show little preference for any particular plant community [29] . We used data on five animals collected by store-on-board GPS collars over a six-month period (February-July 2010) with daily resolution. The fission-fusion nature of khulan groups suggests that movement correlation should vary over time. Furthermore, an extreme winter during the study period forced an unusual westward displacement and subsequent eastward spring return movement [30] . We thus used the partitioning algorithm to identify periods of the year when khulan movements were significantly correlated, and then explored how both median pairwise distance and median daily movement distance changed relative to diffusive (potentially social) correlation. The khulan data were intact over the observation period, with no missing observations. The khulan dataset is provided in the electronic supplementary material.
Results (a) Simulation study
Estimates for all three MCIs showed negligible bias across our simulation study, and were largely unaffected when 25% of observations were randomly deleted (table 1) . Specifically, the magnitude of the bias was always less than 0.001 across all of the scenarios we considered (table 1) . Similarly, CI coverage for all three MCIs was always within 1% of the nominal 95% rate, and was also mostly unaffected by missing data (table 1) . Across all of our simulation experiments, the classification accuracy of our partitioning algorithm was consistently over 70%, with the exception of simulations based on scenario 1, W ¼ 15 and N ¼ 5, which returned partitioning accuracies of approximately 58% for both 0 and 25% missingness (figure 2). Classification accuracy was over 99% across much of the parameter space that we tested, with accuracy tending to improve substantially as N increased and as W became more similar to the minimum true partition length in the data (50 observations; figure 2). While partitioning success did depend on W to some extent, it was not overly sensitive to this tuning parameter, and even in most cases where W was more than three times smaller than the true minimum partition length, the classification accuracy was still more than 70%. The algorithm was also quite robust to missing data, with little decrease in classification success between the intact and 25% missing observations scenarios, all else equal.
The caribou oscillated between bouts of no correlation (UU model) and correlated drift (CU model; figure 3a) . In particular, a pronounced jump in drift correlation occurred on 14 April 1988 (figure 3a). At this time, four of the five tracked individuals, who had been moving independently, all simultaneously began moving northwest in the direction of the spring migration, and the fifth individual followed suite shortly thereafter. All individuals subsequently maintained their northwest heading, causing prolonged period of drift correlation (figure 3a). The movement tracks for three of these individuals with the estimated overwintering and migration periods colour coded are shown in figure 3b. When the migration began, tracked individuals were on average more than 100 km apart, suggesting that a commonly perceived environmental trigger, rather than direct coordination of movement behaviour, initiated the migration. While the exact partitioning shown in figure 3a was stable between W ¼ 18 and W ¼ 25, the 14 April 1988 partition point associated with migration onset was stable from W ¼ 5 (the lowest value tested) to W ¼ 46 (equal to the length of the migratory period), and was always the first and most important partition chosen, as evidenced by an AIC C decrease of 462 relative to the original (unpartitioned) data.
The khulan analysis revealed intermittent correlation with transitions between uncorrelated movement, drift correlation and diffusive correlation. In particular, a large peak in h tot occurred in April 2010 (figure 4c). This peak was initiated by shared drift (figure 4a), as all individuals had a persistent tendency to move eastward at this time. This initial bout of drift correlation was subsequently bolstered by diffusive correlation, which peaked roughly three weeks later (figure 4b), and then declined somewhat thereafter. By this time, all five individuals had come together as part of a large, diffuse herd and were close enough (median pairwise distance approximately 20 km, with median daily movement distance approximately 7 km d 21 ) to coordinate their movements with other herd members ( figure 4c, solid line) . In mid-June, the period of diffusive correlation abruptly ends despite individuals being relatively close together. This transition is likely the onset of the breeding season, which typically occurs between June and August, Table 1 . Simulation results for movement correlation index (MCI) estimation bias and confidence interval coverage. All results are based on 10 000 replicate simulations from the correlated drift, correlated diffusion (CC) model. For the coverage experiments, the nominal coverage in all cases was 95%. The parameters varied include N, S and % missing observations, with their values indicated in the table. The other parameters were fixed at m x ¼ m y ¼ 2, s ¼ 2 and r ¼ 0. and is accompanied by an abrupt reduction in daily movement distance (figure 4c, dashed line) as individuals become temporarily range resident. The exact partitioning shown in figure 4 was stable between W ¼ 14 and W ¼ 28.
Discussion
Understanding movement correlation provides insights into the relationship between individual movements and population-level redistribution patterns [6] , and as we show in this study, it can also help disentangle environmental from social drivers of movement. Rapidly advancing tracking technology and decreasing tag costs will make multi-individual relocation datasets increasingly common, and multi-individual movement analyses increasingly relevant. While many methods aimed at understanding non-independent movement exist in the field of collective motion, most of those methods do not apply to the broad-scale, long-term data common in wildlife tracking studies. Currently, only a few approaches to quantifying movement correlation specifically from wildlife tracking data exist, and all are limited in scope or applicability. Our MCIs combine several important properties. First, our metrics are derived from a stochastic movement model, yielding a clear interpretation of the results in terms of the shared diffusive (random) and drift (deterministic) components of movement. Second, our approach works with the relatively coarse datasets that typify wildlife ecology studies, and does not require additional information such as knowledge of a target location [7] or detailed, fine-scale estimates of velocities and accelerations of individuals relative to each other (e.g. [5] ). Third, our MCIs are based on closed-form MVU estimators for model parameters, and so have good statistical properties including minimal bias and accurate CIs. Closedform estimators allow our MCIs to be efficiently calculated on even very large datasets, whereas techniques employing complex numerical methods (e.g. [9, 12] can be prohibitively slow on large datasets. Our framework easily accommodates any number of individuals, while approaches such as wavelet coherence analyses [4, 13] are difficult to extend beyond pairwise analyses (but see [31] ). Finally, unlike all other model-based approaches of which we are aware, our approach accommodates non-stationarity in the degree and nature of correlated movements, which is likely ubiquitous in the long-term data typical of wildlife tracking studies.
Of recent efforts to quantify correlated movements among individuals, Dalziel et al. [11] is perhaps the most similar, in terms of intent, to the method we introduce here. Both of these approaches focus on separating correlated diffusion from correlated drift for an arbitrary number of individuals rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170007 when the correlations in the movement may be non-stationary in time. The approach of Dalziel et al. [11] has the advantage of not requiring assumptions on the particular form of the underlying movement model and has a very intuitive interpretation. However, their method relies on five manually tuned parameters (spatial and temporal bandwidths for the drift, spatial and temporal bandwidths for conspecific interactions, and the window over which interquartile ranges are calculated), while our approach requires only a single tuning parameter, W, to which we have demonstrated that both our simulated and empirical results are not overly sensitive. Additionally, their approach uses only interquartile ranges as a basis for inference, while our method is grounded in statistical theory and produces point estimates of known quality accompanied by accurate confidence intervals. Finally, their approach lacks a software implementation, while we provide an R package that implements our methods and facilitates visualization of the results. For caribou, our MCIs identified the onset of migration via an abrupt transition from uncorrelated to highly correlated movement. Importantly, we identified this transition without using any outside information on when the spring migration begins, and the result is consistent with expert knowledge on migration start date [26] . Identifying migration onset from relocation data is currently an area of active research [27, 28] , and using the interrelationships among individuals to estimate the start date of a mass migration is a novel solution to this problem. That the caribou began moving in a correlated way despite being more than 100 km apart on average suggests that a coarse-grained environmental cue triggers migration. Alternatively, it might be possible that some kind of social signal that propagated via interaction chains across the very large Porcupine herd could have triggered migration onset. For example, Torney et al. [32] have identified fine-scale movement coordination among migrating caribou based on the analysis of aerial video footage. However, linking such a fine-grained signal to broad-scale migration initiation would require additional information such as the density of unobserved individuals in between tracked individuals. In either case, we note that an approach that imposed an a priori upper limit on the interaction distance over which correlated movements are thought to be possible (see examples in [10, 11] ) would have missed this long-distance signal entirely.
We showed that khulans feature intermittent movement correlation. This is a novel finding as it was previously unknown to what extent and at which times khulans display correlated movements. Decomposing khulan movement into correlated diffusive and drift components suggested that the April peak in correlation was initiated by a shared tendency to move from west to east. This coherent movement represented a return to their normal range after an extreme winter forced the usually nomadic khulans to 'migrate' to the west [30] . As individuals moved to the east, they came together in a large herd and began directly coordinating their movements, likely through chains of interactions. Coordinated movement within the herd continued until mid-June, when daily move distances suddenly plummeted, which likely corresponded to the onset of the breeding season. This result shows how drift correlation can set the stage for diffusive correlation by bringing individuals in closer proximity to one another. More generally, these results suggest that an MCI analysis could detect the influence of changing environmental conditions on movement correlation.
Despite its advantages, there are several areas where our approach could be improved. First, because of the assumptions made in the Brownian motion model, our MCIs cannot be directly compared across different sampling schedules. This kind of sampling dependence is also an issue for most current path-based movement analyses, such as discrete-time correlated random walks and their extensions [3] . Our model also assumes that movement steps (not positions) are uncorrelated in time, which will not be true for finely sampled data, though with the exceptions of Polansky et al. [4] and Polansky & Wittemyer [13] , other model-based methods for quantifying movement correlation also ignore fine-scale autocorrelation (e.g. [12] ). Future efforts that develop MCIs from more sophisticated movement models that feature correlated velocities (e.g. [3, 19, 21, 33] ) could overcome both of these limitations and would allow our approach to be applied to the high-density, controlled condition datasets that typify collective motion studies. However, basing MCIs on continuous-velocity movement processes will be a major undertaking, and will likely break some of the analytical tractability of our approach. Finally, one biologically relevant scenario that presents difficulties for our method occurs when individuals approach a point (e.g. a watering hole) from opposite directions. rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170007 Generalizing the underlying model on which our MCIs are based to allow for individual-specific drift components would alleviate this limitation, but will come at the cost of additional mathematical complexity.
Regarding our partitioning approach, unsupervised classification algorithms, which typically focus on identifying clusters, partitions or segments in a dataset, are used across the sciences and have a notorious tendency to overfit the data [34, 35] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no generally applicable formal solution to this problem. The task of identifying behaviourally homogeneous subsets of a movement path belongs to this class of problems and is an active area of research in movement ecology (e.g. [17, 36] ). Indeed, across the collection of such methods reviewed by Gurarie et al. [36] , no single approach worked well across all scenarios considered. Similar to other unsupervised classification approaches, our path segmentation algorithm requires a user-defined tuning parameter (W ), but as long as W is not grossly different from the smallest true partition size in the data, our approach will return reasonable results. Developing more objective algorithms that do not require such parameters is an obvious avenue for further research.
Collective motion studies often focus on behaviours that allow information transmission within groups. One example is group navigation, where one or a few individuals experience an environmental stimulus (such as a predator, shelter or forage), and these 'informed' individuals transmit behavioural information to others, allowing efficient navigation [37] [38] [39] . Another core focus is flocking or schooling behaviours, where individuals average movement parameters to arrive at a consensus direction that, for larger groups, allows efficient group movements (many wrong principles [39] [40] [41] ). Like our approach, these studies exist at the interface of environmental and social interactions, but they differ from the approach taken here by focusing on fine-scale mechanisms of navigation. In contrast, we have taken a phenomenological approach that aims to quantity two broad categories of correlations (drift versus diffusive) in tracking data, and thus to suggest the class of mechanisms (environmental or social) that generated them. Our method is therefore built on a statistical model of correlated movements rather than on explicit behavioural mechanisms of interacting organisms. The detailed information required in many collective movement studies for examining behavioural mechanisms is often missing in wildlife tracking studies, yet such species will often feature highly nonindependent movements. Our approach can, therefore, serve as a bridge between fine-scale, mechanistic collective motion studies and traditional analyses of wildlife tracking data that treat individuals independently.
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